High Strength Waste is the focus of this field trip, from commercial facilities such as a restaurant, bar, brewery, and a distillery.

**9:00 am – Field Trip No (2) Bus Departure from Embassy Suites, San Marcos, TX**

**9:25 – 10:25 am – 1st Stop: Longhorn RV Resort**, this 118 space RV resort with 2 cottages has a large non-standard wastewater treatment system that Ron Suchecki was very involved with. We are seeing lots of RV parks going in all over Texas and many of them are much larger than current Chapter 285 OSSF Rules allow. This system is permitted under the Chapter 217 rules. We are proud present this jobsite as a model for future RV park sites.

**11:00 – 12:00 pm – 2nd Stop: EL JARDIN Mexican Restaurant**, recently went through a familiar scenario we see play out in our industry. The business outgrew the old OSSF and now has a newer, improved, and much larger wastewater treatment system to meet their daily BOD loading rates. Along with the new wastewater treatment is a new drip irrigation disposal field that should allow this business to flourish and grow for many years to come. Learn what had to happen for this to be a successful OSSF under Chapter 285 rules upgrade!
12:30 – 1:30 pm – Lunch Stop at the new and improved beautiful Dripping Springs Distilling Company!

1:30 – 2:30 pm – 3rd Stop: Dripping Springs Distilling Company, an expansion to the business caused a need to upgrade the wastewater treatment to a new non-standard wastewater treatment system followed by a new drip irrigation disposal field. Come see how the regulator, designer and installer was able to adapt and overcome the challenges at this growing distillery in the beautiful Texas hill country!

3:00 pm – Arrive back at Embassy Suites San Marcos.